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The Contra Costa County Health Department has ordered individuals in Contra Costa County
to “shelter in place”. The California Department of Public Health issued its “Mass Gatherings
Guidance on Novel Coronavirus or COVID-19” followed by a recommendation that certain
gatherings in California be postponed or canceled. The Governor of the State of California
issued Executive Order N-25-20 which, among other things, orders that all California residents
are to “. . . heed any orders and guidance of state and local public health officials, including but
not limited to the imposition of social distancing measures, to control the spread of COVID-19”
and pursuant to Executive Order N-33-20 has ordered all individuals in California to stay home
or at their place of residence with very limited exceptions. That means residents must obey
State, County, and City of Concord rules and guidelines.
City of Concord Rules: The City of Concord has declared a local state of emergency due to
COVID-19 and is closed to the public. This Commission meeting is an essential event;
therefore, it has not been cancelled. However, City of Concord officials and staff will conduct
this meeting telephonically or otherwise electronically. The City will not make available any
physical location from which members of the public may observe the meeting and offer public
comment. Instead, members of the public may observe and address the meeting remotely.
Below is information on how to do that.
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Join from a PC, Mac, iPad, iPhone or Android device:
https://cityofconcord.zoom.us/j/97894477135?pwd=SDZJUGR1ck0zM0RNMDEyd0ZwWHd3dz09
Meeting ID: 978 9447 7135
Passcode: 266825
By phone: US: +1 669 900 6833
How to Submit Public Comments:
Written: All comments received before 3:00 pm the day of the meeting will be posted on the
City’s website as “Correspondence” under the relevant agenda item and provided to the
Committee members prior to the meeting. Please email your comments to
mandy.schwartz@cityofconcord.org.
•
•

If you are commenting on a particular item on the agenda, please identify the agenda
item number and letter.
If you are commenting on an item not listed on the agenda, please identify your
comment as a General Public Comment.

To Participate in Public Comment During the Meeting:
Staff Reads Your Comments Aloud: When the Chair opens the public comment period for
the relevant agenda item, please email your comments to
mandy.schwartz@cityofconcord.org. Prominently write “Read Aloud at Meeting” at the top of
the email and your comments will be read into the record (not to exceed three minutes at
staff’s cadence). Comments received outside of the public comment period for the relevant
item will not be read aloud but will be inserted into the meeting record.
Live Remote Public Comments: Members of the public may submit a live remote public
comment via Zoom video conferencing. Download the Zoom mobile app from the Apple
Appstore or Google Play. If you are using a desktop computer, you can test your connection to
Zoom by clicking here. Zoom also allows you to join the meeting by phone.
•

Join the meeting at any point, but be sure you are in the meeting prior to the City
Council consideration of the item on which you would like to provide comments.

From a PC, Mac, iPad, iPhone or Android:
https://cityofconcord.zoom.us/j/97894477135?pwd=SDZJUGR1ck0zM0RNMDEyd0ZwWHd3dz09
o

•
•
•

Webinar ID: 978 9447 7135

o Passcode: 266825
o By phone: US: +1 669 900 6833
Speakers will be asked to provide their name and city of residence, although providing
this is not required for participation.
Each speaker will be afforded up to 3 minutes to speak.
Speakers will be muted until their opportunity to provide public comment.
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When the Chair opens a public comment period on the item on which you would like to
comment, please use the “raise hand” feature (or press *9 if connecting via telephone) which
will alert staff that you have a comment to provide.

Meeting of the
Concord Parks, Recreation, and Open Space Commission
1.

OPENING
Roll Call

2.

3.

PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD

This is a fifteen minute Public Comment Period for items within the Commission’s subject matter
jurisdiction that are not on this agenda. Each speaker will be limited to approximately three minutes.
State law prohibits the Commission from acting at this meeting on any matter raised during the Public
Comment Period. Please see “How to Submit Public Comments” above.

PRESENTATION

This is a period for items within the Committee’s subject matter jurisdiction that are not on this
agenda. Each speaker will be limited to approximately three minutes. State law prohibits the City
Council from acting at this meeting on any matter raised during the Public Comment Period. Please
see “How to Submit Public Comments” above.

a. Update on City of Walnut Creek Trail Committee recommendations for the Lime
Ridge Open Space including an opportunity for community input – Introduction by
Eugene Loew, City of Concord Public Works Department Parks Manager;
presentation delivered by Mike Vickers, City of Walnut Creek Public Works
Manager for Park Maintenance/Open Space

4.

CORRESPONDENCE

5.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
a. Introduce Special Events Program Manager Lisa Potvin – Steve Voorhies, Director
of Parks & Recreation

6.

ADJOURNMENT

NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC
There is a 90-day limit for the filing of a challenge in the Superior Court to certain City administrative
decisions and orders which require a hearing by law, the receipt of evidence, and the exercise of
discretion. The 90-day limit begins on the date the decision is final (Code of Civil Procedure §1094.6).
Further, if you challenge an action taken by the City Council in court, you may be limited by California
law to raising only those issues you or someone else raised in the hearing or in a written
correspondence delivered to the City Council prior to or at the hearing.
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In accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act and California Law, it is the policy of the City of
Concord to offer its public programs, services and meetings in a manner that is readily accessible to
everyone, including those with disabilities. If you are disabled and require a copy of a public hearing
notice, or an agenda and/or agenda packet in an appropriate alternative format; or if you require other
accommodation, please contact the ADA Coordinator Tianjun Cao at (925) 671-3243 or
Tianjun.cao@cityofconcord.org, at least 24 hours in advance of the meeting. Advance notification
within this guideline will enable the City to make reasonable arrangements to ensure accessibility.
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5/12/21 Meeting of Concord PROS Commission - Agenda Item 3.a - Proposed Flow Trail in Lime Ridge Open Space
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Dear Concord City Council and PROS Commission members,
Our community has only recently become aware of a proposal being considered by the Walnut Creek Park, Recreation & Open Space Commission (PROS Commission) that will directly impact
us.  The Walnut Creek Trails Committee has been working on a proposal for the Lime Ridge Open Space which includes building a specialized bike trail (called a Flow Trail) which will become
the only specialized bike trail of its kind in the East Bay. Phase 1 will be built in the Southern Lime Ridge Open Space of Walnut Creek and Phase 2 will be built in the northern Lime
Ridge Open Space of Concord. It is stated in a city contract that Phase 1 is a "proof of concept " for future phases. I would assume that future phases will join the initial phases together to create
an expanded stretch of mountain bike-only Flow Trail for enthusiasts from all over the Bay Area. Our issues are as follows:
The proposed new trail is a “Flow Trail”, for mountain bikes only. The definition of a flow trail:  Built specifically for mountain bikes, a flow trail emphasizes speed and rhythm, featuring
berms, rollers, jumps and other features that are designed in a way that uses the rider's momentum to minimize pedaling and braking (think downhill pump track).   The proposed
Flow Trail will be uni-directional. It would be one of the only legal flow trails in the county and a huge draw to bikers all over the East Bay, thus bringing many additional bikers
into our area. Designated parking areas for Phase 1 of the Flow Trail will be located at Boundary Oaks on Valley Vista Rd and Arbolado Park in Walnut Creek, but some bikers will undoubtedly try to
enter and exit the new trail off of Timberleaf Court, whether it is legal or not. Parking for Phase 2 of the Flow Trail in Concord will be near the Montecito and Crystal Ranch communities.
Issues with parking, traffic and safety in our neighborhoods will be significantly increased as more bikers are drawn to the new Flow Trail.
Feedback from the Walnut Creek and Concord residents who will be most impacted by the proposed trail was never solicited. If it had been, we could have shared important and relevant information
which could have and should have been factored into the recommendations made by the Walnut Creek Trail Committee. Residents of Rancho Paraiso and Montecito/Chrystal Ranch communities
should have been involved in the recommendation process. Our homes back up to Lime Ridge and changes to the area impact us directly. We were not informed of this proposal nor asked for input.
In the spirit of community involvement, we would have expected the city of Walnut Creek to advise us and partner with us to achieve a mutually beneficial proposal.
The Walnut Creek Trails Committee identified significant problems with current bike trials being utilized within the Lime Ridge Open Space. The committee is proposing to close some current Lime
Ridge bike trails located near one of the old quarries due to misuse, erosion, and damage to native plants (chaparral and coastal sage scrub to be specific). The committee acknowledges
the use of electric bikes, lack of enforcement of guidelines and additional fire hazards as problems that continue to cause issues with the current trails. They acknowledge that significant damage has
been done to the area by bikers riding off-trail. So, the committee’s proposed solution is to move the bikers to a new Flow trail to be cut out on the ridges behind our homes, which only relocates the
problem and creates new problems for us and more enforcement issues. This "kick the can down the road" strategy is unacceptable to us.
The presentation by the Walnut Creek Trails Committee at the PROS meeting on Feb 1, 2021 included identified problems with enforcement of the current guidelines for trail bikers within
the Lime Ridge Open Space. Currently, there exists a lack of resources and an inability to keep bikers on the approved paths and an inability to keep electric bikes out of the open space. There has
also been an inability to mitigate fire dangers and control the speed of bikers on present trails. This poses a hazard to hikers who use the area. Trail bikers have already illegally dammed up the
creek-bed on the hill behind our homes, interfering with the natural water run-off and increasing fire risk in the Open Space behind us.  In the past 25 years, there have been 4 wildfires on the hill
behind our homes!  Native plants deserve to be protected but in this day and age - mitigating fire danger has to be the #1 priority of responsible Open Space management. Some residents in Rancho
Paraiso have already been penalized by having our insurance companies drop our policies due to the fact that our location next to the Open Space has recently been upgraded to a high-risk fire
zone.  
Bikers have built illegal jumps and berms on the hillside already and the PROS Commission has acknowledged that current enforcement efforts regarding bikers in the Lime Ridge Open
Space have been unmanageable and will likely continue to be.  The answer is not to sacrifice the current peace and beauty of the hillsides immediately behind our homes to merely divert bikers from
another open space area in Lime Ridge that they have already ruined! There is nothing to keep these same bikers from going off-trail again! Experience has shown us that they have always done
so. Current areas damaged by mountain bikers in the Lime Ridge Open Space will merely be extended and expanded. It is misguided and irresponsible to build this proposed Flow Trail in an area
which is so precious to the original plant, animal and human inhabitants!
The Walnut Creek Trails Committee is proposing to build Phase 1 of the new bike Flow Trail on a hillside immediately behind a Rancho Paraiso neighborhood. This new Flow Trail would directly
adjoin the existing Timberleaf access trail which is currently pedestrian-only. Many mountain bikers from out of the area will inevitably skip the long ride up from Arbolado Park by parking in our
small cul de sac and cutting through our private neighborhood to get to the Timberleaf connector trail. The new pumptrack-style flow trail would actually replace the top 1/3 of our current single-use
Timberleaf hiking trail so that residents on foot would be forced to traverse through a section of the new, unidirectional, mountain bike-only Flow Trail just to get to the top of the hill where we have
always been able to hike and run. These recommendations have been put forth without any input from Rancho Paraiso or Montecito/Chrystal Ranch residents. Many members of the Walnut
Creek PROS Commission evaluating the proposal had never even been to Timberleaf Court to see for themselves the issues this proposed bike trail presented for our neighborhood. We don’t think it
is fair or reasonable to prioritize the needs of one group (mountain bikers - many of whom do not even live in Concord or Walnut Creek) over the needs and well-being of current users and residents,
or to devalue significant environmental, safety and fire concerns which will impact the Open Space and the local community.  
The Rancho Paraiso Homeowners Association Board is adamantly opposed to this proposed new bike Flow Trail. We have been asking many questions of the city. Why would the Walnut Creek
Trail Committee consider moving the problem from one area to another when they have no clear way to solve the underlying issues which they acknowledge they currently have no control over?
Open Space is protected in order to preserve its natural beauty and the existing habitat. When did building all-terrain bike trails become in keeping with those ideals? How does cutting into the hills
and terrain to accommodate mountain bikers preserve the natural beauty of the area and the plants and wildlife? Many of the deer, bobcats, coyotes, rattlesnakes, quail, and other creatures living in
the area depend on the creek-bed on our hillside for water. There are also many old oak trees on the hillside where the trail is proposed. How will they be protected?
Though we recognize that many enjoy being able to mountain bike in that same beauty, this recreational activity must be accommodated in a way that protects natural habitats and does not infringe
upon current usage by other hikers/residents and cause deleterious effects to our neighborhood and home values. We are especially concerned that not enough research has been done regarding
environmental impacts to the Open Space that is adjacent to our homes. There was no plan for an Environmental Impact Report until local residents demanded one. There has been no study to
assess the increased fire risk that might occur with increased bike usage and the inevitable influx of electric bikes in the Open Space (which are illegal but continue to be a challenging enforcement
issue). Will the city be assuming the liability for damage that would occur to our homes if a fire breaks out in the hills behind us? Many of us on Timberleaf Court have already had our homeowner’s
insurance canceled due to our neighborhood being upgraded to a high-risk fire zone. Given that Timberleaf Court is a cul-de-sac, there is very limited space for parking and a backlog of cars parked
on our street would pose a serious obstacle in the event of fire truck access or other emergency.
The Lime Ridge Open Space is a wonderful nature refuge that current residents enjoy immensely. It is a part of our city that was to be protected from development and to be maintained in its
natural state. We as homeowners were assured that the hillside behind us would never be developed. The proposal to close the existing bike paths was in part due to the desire to protect native
plants in the area. We don’t think it is fair or reasonable to just move the problem to a new area. We don’t think it is fair or reasonable to prioritize the needs of one group (trail bikers, many of whom
do not even live in Walnut Creek) over the needs and well-being of current users and residents, or to devalue significant environmental, safety and fire concerns which will impact the Open Space and
the local community. Adding a new bike trail may significantly impact our neighborhoods and property values if it is approved. As primary stakeholders, our concerns should be given the utmost
consideration. We sincerely hope that the Walnut Creek Trails Committee will take our concerns seriously and go back to the drawing board. We are asking that the PROS Commission and
the Walnut Creek Trails Committee re-evaluate the proposed changes to the Lime Ridge Open Space and that the area behind our homes be left undisturbed. We also request that our
community be invited into subsequent conversations regarding this proposal. Creating a mountain biking destination in our “backyard” is not in the best interest of our communities nor of the City if
its desire is to protect and maintain our Open Space.  
Sincerely,
Liz Nomura
Walnut Creek
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Dear Concord City Council and PROS Commission members,
Our community has only recently become aware of a proposal being considered by the Walnut Creek Park, Recreation & Open Space Commission (PROS Commission) that will directly impact
us.  The Walnut Creek Trails Committee has been working on a proposal for the Lime Ridge Open Space which includes building a specialized bike trail (called a Flow Trail) which will become
the only specialized bike trail of its kind in the East Bay. Phase 1 will be built in the Southern Lime Ridge Open Space of Walnut Creek and Phase 2 will be built in the northern Lime
Ridge Open Space of Concord. It is stated in a city contract that Phase 1 is a "proof of concept " for future phases. I would assume that future phases will join the initial phases together to create
an expanded stretch of mountain bike-only Flow Trail for enthusiasts from all over the Bay Area. Our issues are as follows:
The proposed new trail is a “Flow Trail”, for mountain bikes only. The definition of a flow trail:  Built specifically for mountain bikes, a flow trail emphasizes speed and rhythm, featuring
berms, rollers, jumps and other features that are designed in a way that uses the rider's momentum to minimize pedaling and braking (think downhill pump track).   The proposed
Flow Trail will be uni-directional. It would be one of the only legal flow trails in the county and a huge draw to bikers all over the East Bay, thus bringing many additional bikers
into our area. Designated parking areas for Phase 1 of the Flow Trail will be located at Boundary Oaks on Valley Vista Rd and Arbolado Park in Walnut Creek, but some bikers will undoubtedly try to
enter and exit the new trail off of Timberleaf Court, whether it is legal or not. Parking for Phase 2 of the Flow Trail in Concord will be near the Montecito and Crystal Ranch communities.
Issues with parking, traffic and safety in our neighborhoods will be significantly increased as more bikers are drawn to the new Flow Trail.
Feedback from the Walnut Creek and Concord residents who will be most impacted by the proposed trail was never solicited. If it had been, we could have shared important and relevant information
which could have and should have been factored into the recommendations made by the Walnut Creek Trail Committee. Residents of Rancho Paraiso and Montecito/Chrystal Ranch communities
should have been involved in the recommendation process. Our homes back up to Lime Ridge and changes to the area impact us directly. We were not informed of this proposal nor asked for input.
In the spirit of community involvement, we would have expected the city of Walnut Creek to advise us and partner with us to achieve a mutually beneficial proposal.
The Walnut Creek Trails Committee identified significant problems with current bike trials being utilized within the Lime Ridge Open Space. The committee is proposing to close some current Lime
Ridge bike trails located near one of the old quarries due to misuse, erosion, and damage to native plants (chaparral and coastal sage scrub to be specific). The committee acknowledges
the use of electric bikes, lack of enforcement of guidelines and additional fire hazards as problems that continue to cause issues with the current trails. They acknowledge that significant damage has
been done to the area by bikers riding off-trail. So, the committee’s proposed solution is to move the bikers to a new Flow trail to be cut out on the ridges behind our homes, which only relocates the
problem and creates new problems for us and more enforcement issues. This "kick the can down the road" strategy is unacceptable to us.
The presentation by the Walnut Creek Trails Committee at the PROS meeting on Feb 1, 2021 included identified problems with enforcement of the current guidelines for trail bikers within
the Lime Ridge Open Space. Currently, there exists a lack of resources and an inability to keep bikers on the approved paths and an inability to keep electric bikes out of the open space. There has
also been an inability to mitigate fire dangers and control the speed of bikers on present trails. This poses a hazard to hikers who use the area. Trail bikers have already illegally dammed up the
creek-bed on the hill behind our homes, interfering with the natural water run-off and increasing fire risk in the Open Space behind us.  In the past 25 years, there have been 4 wildfires on the hill
behind our homes!  Native plants deserve to be protected but in this day and age - mitigating fire danger has to be the #1 priority of responsible Open Space management. Some residents in Rancho
Paraiso have already been penalized by having our insurance companies drop our policies due to the fact that our location next to the Open Space has recently been upgraded to a high-risk fire
zone.  
Bikers have built illegal jumps and berms on the hillside already and the PROS Commission has acknowledged that current enforcement efforts regarding bikers in the Lime Ridge Open
Space have been unmanageable and will likely continue to be.  The answer is not to sacrifice the current peace and beauty of the hillsides immediately behind our homes to merely divert bikers from
another open space area in Lime Ridge that they have already ruined! There is nothing to keep these same bikers from going off-trail again! Experience has shown us that they have always done
so. Current areas damaged by mountain bikers in the Lime Ridge Open Space will merely be extended and expanded. It is misguided and irresponsible to build this proposed Flow Trail in an area
which is so precious to the original plant, animal and human inhabitants!
The Walnut Creek Trails Committee is proposing to build Phase 1 of the new bike Flow Trail on a hillside immediately behind a Rancho Paraiso neighborhood. This new Flow Trail would directly
adjoin the existing Timberleaf access trail which is currently pedestrian-only. Many mountain bikers from out of the area will inevitably skip the long ride up from Arbolado Park by parking in our
small cul de sac and cutting through our private neighborhood to get to the Timberleaf connector trail. The new pumptrack-style flow trail would actually replace the top 1/3 of our current single-use
Timberleaf hiking trail so that residents on foot would be forced to traverse through a section of the new, unidirectional, mountain bike-only Flow Trail just to get to the top of the hill where we have
always been able to hike and run. These recommendations have been put forth without any input from Rancho Paraiso or Montecito/Chrystal Ranch residents. Many members of the Walnut
Creek PROS Commission evaluating the proposal had never even been to Timberleaf Court to see for themselves the issues this proposed bike trail presented for our neighborhood. We don’t think it
is fair or reasonable to prioritize the needs of one group (mountain bikers - many of whom do not even live in Concord or Walnut Creek) over the needs and well-being of current users and residents,
or to devalue significant environmental, safety and fire concerns which will impact the Open Space and the local community.  
The Rancho Paraiso Homeowners Association Board is adamantly opposed to this proposed new bike Flow Trail. We have been asking many questions of the city. Why would the Walnut Creek
Trail Committee consider moving the problem from one area to another when they have no clear way to solve the underlying issues which they acknowledge they currently have no control over?
Open Space is protected in order to preserve its natural beauty and the existing habitat. When did building all-terrain bike trails become in keeping with those ideals? How does cutting into the hills
and terrain to accommodate mountain bikers preserve the natural beauty of the area and the plants and wildlife? Many of the deer, bobcats, coyotes, rattlesnakes, quail, and other creatures living in
the area depend on the creek-bed on our hillside for water. There are also many old oak trees on the hillside where the trail is proposed. How will they be protected?
Though we recognize that many enjoy being able to mountain bike in that same beauty, this recreational activity must be accommodated in a way that protects natural habitats and does not infringe
upon current usage by other hikers/residents and cause deleterious effects to our neighborhood and home values. We are especially concerned that not enough research has been done regarding
environmental impacts to the Open Space that is adjacent to our homes. There was no plan for an Environmental Impact Report until local residents demanded one. There has been no study to
assess the increased fire risk that might occur with increased bike usage and the inevitable influx of electric bikes in the Open Space (which are illegal but continue to be a challenging enforcement
issue). Will the city be assuming the liability for damage that would occur to our homes if a fire breaks out in the hills behind us? Many of us on Timberleaf Court have already had our homeowner’s
insurance canceled due to our neighborhood being upgraded to a high-risk fire zone. Given that Timberleaf Court is a cul-de-sac, there is very limited space for parking and a backlog of cars parked
on our street would pose a serious obstacle in the event of fire truck access or other emergency.
The Lime Ridge Open Space is a wonderful nature refuge that current residents enjoy immensely. It is a part of our city that was to be protected from development and to be maintained in its
natural state. We as homeowners were assured that the hillside behind us would never be developed. The proposal to close the existing bike paths was in part due to the desire to protect native
plants in the area. We don’t think it is fair or reasonable to just move the problem to a new area. We don’t think it is fair or reasonable to prioritize the needs of one group (trail bikers, many of whom
do not even live in Walnut Creek) over the needs and well-being of current users and residents, or to devalue significant environmental, safety and fire concerns which will impact the Open Space and
the local community. Adding a new bike trail may significantly impact our neighborhoods and property values if it is approved. As primary stakeholders, our concerns should be given the utmost
consideration. We sincerely hope that the Walnut Creek Trails Committee will take our concerns seriously and go back to the drawing board. We are asking that the PROS Commission and
the Walnut Creek Trails Committee re-evaluate the proposed changes to the Lime Ridge Open Space and that the area behind our homes be left undisturbed. We also request that our
community be invited into subsequent conversations regarding this proposal. Creating a mountain biking destination in our “backyard” is not in the best interest of our communities nor of the City if
its desire is to protect and maintain our Open Space.  
Sincerely,
Liz Nomura
Walnut Creek
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“EXTERNAL EMAIL: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not follow
guidance, click links, or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the
content is safe.”

Read Aloud at Meeting
The city of Walnut Creek created a Trails Committee over two years ago. The trails
committee’s background:
In 2019, the Committee was formed to document the current state of the Walnut Creek
Open Space trail system, and to deliberate over the vision for its future. The Committee
included members from the PROS Commission, the Open Space Foundation, representative
from local mountain biking and equestrian user groups, and Open Space staff. Over the
course of monthly meetings in 2019 and into 2020, topics of discussion included safety of
trail users, protection of natural resources, habitat restoration, education and outreach,
Open Space policies and ways to accommodate different types of user groups.
First and foremost, the Open Space should be an area where the protection of the natural
resources and habitats should be the priority. In their own description of the trail committee,
there is a clear and glaring issue, there was no representation from hikers, dog walkers,
neighbors that abut the open space, nor the City of Concord. Hikers/walkers make up over
50% of the users of Lime Ridge yet they were not represented on this committee. The
inherent mountain biking bias of the committee clearly drove the outcomes. The Bicycle
Trails Council of the East Bay (BTCEB) had two members on the committee. The BTCEB
has been actively lobbying the city of Walnut Creek to gain single-track trails in the Open
Space. The BTCEB has promoted the Flow trail throughout their organization. They have
offered to fundraise to pay for the trail and its maintenance. They were even involved in
where signage was posted notifying people of the proposed flow trails, locations were specific
to mountain bikers and seemed to avoid hiking trails. They have mobilized bikers from all
over the bay area to write in to support the Flow trail. This entire process was biased and
exclusionary from the beginning, therefore the outcome (the Trail committee report) needs to
be questioned and should undergo further scrutiny. Any changes to Lime Ridge should come
from a collaborative effort of representatives from all user groups and stakeholders.
The Walnut Creek Public works department has been working to create a Flow trail in
southern Lime Ridge. The Walnut Creek PROS commission was poised to approve the Trail
Committee recommendations in February of 2021 and was only tabled due to residents from
Rancho Paraiso attending the meeting to raise concerns. This plan had not been publicized,
nor were there any public notices to the Rancho Paraiso community, a group that would be
directly impacted by this proposal. There had not been any environmental studies. There
were no surveys of user groups. There was no documentation to support the idea of a flow
trail in Southern Lime Ridge. The committee was not tasked with creating a flow trail, yet

that was the outcome.
Definition: Flow Trails take mountain bikers on a terrain-induced roller coaster experience,
with little pedaling and braking necessary. This style of trail typically contains features like
banked turns, rolling terrain, various types of jumps, and consistent and predictable
surfaces.

The Master Plan for Lime Ridge actually precludes this type of trail in the proposed
location. The Public Works department had planned to build the Flow trail this Spring in
phase 1 and was planning a second flow trail in phase 2 in Concord, in the area abutting
Montecito/Crystyl Ranch.   Neither of these communities was notified of these proposals. As
with Rancho Paraiso there would be trail access points within these residential communities.
This is a clear concern as these Flow trails would bring an influx of mountain bikers from all
over Northern California to our hills to enjoy these "rides". These trails would become a
destination. Bikers will post videos and share their ride times on social apps. How is any of
this in the best interest of the Open Space? The Open Space was purchased so that the land
would be preserved. Turning it into a mountain biking destination would only bring more
people to our hills. The Trail committee did a good job capturing the current damage in Lime
Ridge, that damage has been caused by mountain bikers. Why would we want to give more
access in Lime Ridge to bikers? Why would we want to open up more areas to damage? Why
would we create more bike trails which will only push other users out of the area?
The ongoing severe drought is a significant issue for our Open Space. The homes that abut
the Open Space face significant risks. Contra Costa Fire has confirmed that more people on
the hills bring more danger and more risk. Homeowners abutting Lime Ridge have already
had homeowner’s insurance canceled due to institutions evaluating the high risk of fire in the
Open Space. It is unconscionable for the City of Walnut Creek to knowingly increase the risk
to homeowners in Walnut Creek and Concord by building a "ride" that will significantly
increase the fire risk on our hills. The trail would also impact the grazing patterns of the cattle
that are on the hills to help reduce the fire risk.
Those of us that wish to preserve the Open Space are adamantly opposed to these proposed
Flow trails. Specifically, we oppose any development of new trails that are adjacent to
homes. There is adequate space within Lime Ridge to create Bike specific paths that would
not bring risks to homes. There are no legal flow trails in the area and there is a reason for
that. The increased liability risk, damage to habitat, and community opposition have kept
other cities from developing these types of bike trails.  
We strongly urge the city of Concord
to oppose this proposed plan in Lime Ridge. We hope the city will protect the open space,
protect residents that abut the open space, and protect the interests of other user groups by
saying NO to the development of the Flow trails.
Valerie Gardner
Walnut Creek  

